
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

California Labor Federation   

October 5, 2009 
 
 
Ms. Traeger and Mssrs. Carter and Pacheco: 
 
The California Labor Federation, Worksafe, and the California Rural Legal Assistance 
Foundation submit the attached proposed rule changes to the Rules of Practice and Procedure 
of the Occupational Safety & Health Appeals Board, Title 8, CCR Chapter 3.3 for discussion 
at its October 21, 2009 public meeting. 

 
These rule changes are proposed in an effort to address problems that Cal/OSHA inspectors 
and attorneys and employee representatives have raised at numerous OSHAB Advisory 
Committee meetings, including the scheduling of multiple hearings before the same 
Administrative Law Judge on the same day and the rules governing the conduct of 
administrative hearings which are more onerous than any court of law. The existing rules 
have led to dismissal of meritorious cases, inability of essential witnesses to attend hearings, 
exclusion of compelling evidence and numerous other results that undermine Cal/OSHA’s 
ability to enforce California’s occupational health and safety laws. The Appeals Board at its 
August 6, 2009 Advisory Committee meeting welcomed proposed rules to address these 
concerns. We submit the following proposed rule changes: 
 
• Evidence Rules (changes to Rule §376.2) – Administrative Law Judges (ALJs) have 

improperly excluded evidence otherwise admissible in courts of law. These proposed 
changes address the admissibility of hearsay testimony by DOSH inspectors regarding 
statements of persons who have been subpoenaed but fail to appear or cannot be located; 
publications offered to prove a generally known fact; and expert and lay opinion 
testimony of DOSH inspectors.  

 
• Amendments to Conform to Proof (§371.2, proposed new §376.8) – These proposed 

changes will remedy problems of refusal by ALJs to allow, six months after issuance of 
citations, amendments to correct the name of a party or citation numbers or to allege a 
new violation where the factual circumstances that are the basis for the new violation are 
essentially the same as and relate back to one or more of the original violations. 

 
• Party Status (§354) – These proposed changes give family members of a deceased worker 

the right to party status. They also give any party the right to participate in settlement 
discussions and to file objections to and requests for reconsideration of settlement 
agreements. 

 



• Time and Place of Hearing (§376) – These proposed changes delineate the limited 
circumstances under which the Board may schedule two or more hearings on the same 
day before the same ALJ. They also provide for scheduling of hearing locations within 50 
miles or an hour of the incident that would enable employees to attend as witnesses. 

 
• Testimony by Video (new §376.3 ) – This proposed rule permits witnesses to testify by 

video means upon a showing of good cause, including the fact that the hearing is more 
than 50 miles or one hour from the witness’s home or current place of employment. 

 
• Motions Concerning Hearing Dates (§371.1) – While continuances should be disfavored, 

this Board has unreasonably denied continuances despite good cause if not made within a 
very limited period of time. These rule changes provide the grounds for continuances that 
establish good cause and remove unnecessary time limits. 

 
Given the urgency of adopting rules that will remedy the problems raised above, the 
signatories of this letter request that the Appeals Board immediately adopt these proposed 
rule changes without the necessity of the time consuming Advisory Committee process and 
to commence the rulemaking process pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act. We will 
be present at the October 21, 2009 public meeting of the Appeals Board to discuss how you 
intend to move forward with adoption of these rules.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
  
 
Jeremy Smith    Lora Jo Foo   Martha Guzman 
California Labor Federation  Worksafe   California Rural Legal 

Assistance Foundation 
 


